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disclaims any liability for any loss whatsoever and howsoever 
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1. DECLARATION OF OPENING 
 

Her Worship the Mayor declared the meeting open at 7.00pm and extended a 
welcome to all present.  

 
2. RECORD OF ATTENDANCE/APOLOGIES/LEAVE OF ABSENCE (PREVIOUSLY 

APPROVED)  
 
 Mayor - A Goode, JP 

Councillors - DW Wellington  
 - MJ Evans, JP 

- P Lionetti 
- SM Bojcun 
- DJ Wolfe 
- J Waterman 
- S Marshall  
- D Wiseman  
- R Paver  
- J Jamieson 
- I West 

 Chief Executive Officer  - AC Hammond  
 Executive Director Corporate &  
 Community Services  - WP Madigan  
 Executive Director Works & Services  - L Hewer  
 Executive Director Development Services  - R Fenn   
 Minute Secretary  - JR Byrne  
 Approximately 60 members of the public 
 3 media representatives  
 
 Apologies / Leave of Absence: 
 
 Councillor JD Williams 
 Councillor RH Emery 
 Councillor J Walker 
 
 Guests 
 Fernando Faugno, Cox Howlett Bailey Architects 
 
3. OPENING PRAYER  
 

Mayor Goode asked all present to be upstanding and read aloud the opening prayer: 
 

“Heavenly Father, we thank you for the beauty and peace of this area.  Direct and 
prosper the deliberations of this Council for the advancement of the City and the 
welfare of its people.  Amen.” 
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Mayor Goode sought the Council’s approval to allow the media to record the meeting, in 
accordance with Clause 4.3 of the City of Albany Standing Orders Local Law.   
 
MOVED COUNCILLOR EVANS 
SECONDED COUNCILLOR LIONETTI 
 
THAT the media be permitted to record the proceedings of the Special Council 
Meeting being held on 14 August 2007. 
 

CARRIED 12-0 

 
4. PUBLIC QUESTION TIME 
 

*Ms J Austin, Limeburners Road, Big Grove 
Ms Austin addressed the Council as follows: 
The public were invited to put in submissions on the design of the Albany 
Entertainment Centre (AEC).  The issue is not about the design of the AEC but the 
impact on the surroundings. 
 
To those who have enthusiastically endorsed it, I ask you to consider the following 
points: 
 
This design does not blend with the heritage areas around.  It is not shown with the 
accompanying buildings which will drastically change the whole appearance of the 
building itself. 
 
This is a massive building and the lower roof comes up to the clock tower of the 
Penny Post.  I recommend you go and have a look. 
 
At 35 metres height, this is not in accordance with the precinct plan and is way above 
what we were told originally.  This building will dwarf Albany and stand out completely 
separate from the surroundings. 
 
Because of the need for parking for the AEC, most of our heritage listed jetty is 
planned to be demolished and replaced by concrete car park which in the design 
looks like the deck of an aircraft carrier. 
 
If you look from outside Dylan’s on Stirling Terrace toward the harbour you will notice 
that we now have a bridge which looks like it is part of an industrial area.  This has 
already spoiled the station precinct heritage area with its bulk and size. 
 
Imagine what the vista will be with the giant AEC and on its left five story hotel and to 
the right commercial buildings.  A wall of buildings. 
 
We have a special and unique waterfront which could be a wonderful esplanade 
supported by low key development.  Why would anyone want to lose this by putting 
bulky and super high buildings down there? 
 
I ask you to consider all these points and take another look at the whole project 
before you put your hand up to something which will destroy the character of Albany 
for years to come.  If you take the time to listen to the people, you will hear what they 
want.  Two thousand five hundred locals have already expressed their views and 
asked for a referendum by signing the petition. 
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Item 4.0 continued 
 

The Albany Ratepayers and Residents Association survey showed that the majority 
of the population did not want high (rise) on the waterfront. 
 
The people are asking for development on the waterfront, which complements what is 
already there, maintains the vistas of the harbour, provides space for recreation 
which does (not) cost, and provides buildings which are in harmony with the 
surroundings. 
 
We do not want the Albany Entertainment Centre on our waterfront. 
 
*Ms B Bassan, Stirling Terrace, Albany 
Ms Bassan addressed the Council and spoke against both the proposed design and 
location of the Albany Entertainment Centre.  Ms Bassan referred to part 39 of the 
Officer Report and noted that in excess of 50 submissions are against both the 
design and location. 
 
*Mrs E Elsasser, Emu Point Drive, Collingwood Park 
Mrs Elsasser addressed the Council as follows: 
 
Tonight I wish to speak about the design of the proposed Entertainment Centre.  I will 
also draw on my own life experience to clarify my point.   
 
I have three daughters who are independent of me now.  One daughter has proved 
herself to be so different from the rest.  She is very loud, her make up and her style of 
dress is very uncomplimentary.  She is very argumentative.  Her lifestyle habits are 
entirely unbecoming to a young lady and I see that this is dictating the type of friends 
that are attracted to her, and also the type of company she keeps. 
 
I love her because I’m her mum, but she doesn’t have many friends at all.  No one 
really comes visiting, and the ones that do I feel I’ve really got to keep an eye on 
them.  She is so loud and disagreeable that we find we give in to her often just to 
keep the peace.  She is a constant source of annoyance to our family and I find I am 
always lending her money or bailing her out of some situation or another.  I generally 
only hear from her when she needs to have a meal or to do her washing.  She can’t 
even hold down a job.  She costs us a lot of money unnecessarily. 
 
No one really wants anything to do with our daughter any more, or to give her another 
chance.  My husband and I conceived our daughter and we will be there for her 
because its our responsibility as parents. 
 
The City of Albany has also conceived a bad egg; the design of the Albany 
Entertainment Centre on behalf of the residents of Albany.  Do you think they will 
want to feel this way about their Entertainment Centre in the future? 
 
It is loud in its appearance. It is uncomplimentary in its style.  It is making a statement 
and unbecoming in its fashion.  Will our Centre be of such ugly character that no one 
will want to visit it, to be seen there?  Will our Centre be made up of such fabric that it 
will be a constant source of misery in upkeep fees, of maintenance and repairs? 
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Item 4.0 continued 
 
History and experience speak louder than any personal preferences – individually or 
collectively.  No matter if we are using a noted architect, or appear to be at liberty to 
be spending millions of dollars – it’s time to be realistic.  Look around yourselves and 
think – which buildings get visited the most, are seen as more attractive and 
photographed the most, remembered best for the right reasons.  Which components 
of those buildings make the community and families come back, and make a 
memorable visit for tourists? 
 
History and experience shows us all the answers, that a reflection of building style 
and era will always get approval from the consumer.  Albany’s style and era is 
unquestionably historical and marine, it imparts a feel of belonging, of family and 
warmth, a rustic collection of places that are inviting and welcoming. 
 
By careful selection of building materials that can withstand the wether and the test of 
time and fashion, we can have a centre that will be great to look at, and have low 
maintenance costs. 
 
Incorporating Albany’s character together with complementary materials that reflect 
our historical and marine themes, the new Centre can attract desirable customers 
and encourage people to use the facilities and care for the area around it, and it will 
still look good and will still be popular even when the other architectural styles have 
come and gone. 
 
You were all elected here to facilitate communication between the community and the 
Council.  It is your duty to represent the interests of all electors, ratepayers and 
residents. 
 
I challenge you all tonight as members of this Council, to rise above your perceived 
tailored preferences and make your decisions based on a reflection of what the 
community wants. 
 
*Mr G Harvey, Chief Executive Officer Albany Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry Inc. 
Mr Harvey addressed the Council as follows: 
 
Whilst Albany has amazing natural attractions, a good range of accommodation 
facilities, modern cafes and restaurants, vineyards, and a variety of retail outlets, if is 
sadly lacking in the ‘what to do’ market. 
 
The Albany Entertainment Centre and associated waterfront development will create 
a focal point to greatly assist in the creation of activity based attractions. 
 
The potential for additional cafes and restaurants, marina services with associated 
water-based tour operators, entertainment, cultural, and arts events in the new 
convention and exhibition space, is substantial. 
 
In addition, the facilities will attract a significant number of medium to large meetings 
and conferences to Albany, events that are currently being turned away because 
quite simply there is nowhere to host them. 
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Item 4.0 continued 
 
Based on tourism figures obtained by the Albany Chamber of Commerce and 
Industry, the completed waterfront development, including the Entertainment Centre, 
will generate an estimated one million additional overnight visitors to Albany over the 
next twelve years to the year 2020, cumulating in an additional total visitor 
expenditure of approximately $540 million. 
 
Using general tourism multiplier numbers, an extra 800 new employment 
opportunities will be created by the waterfront development over the same period to 
2020.  These figures do no include the extra jobs created during the construction 
phase of the project. 
 
When completed, the waterfront development will generate an enormous boost to the 
region’s economy and provide long overdue entertainment, cultural and arts facilities 
deserving of any modern city.  The City of Albany is to be congratulated on its 
leadership and perseverance in seeing this project through. 
 
The Albany Chamber of Commerce and Industry fully supports the proposed 
Entertainment Centre including its location and design, and asks that the Council 
endorse its immediate construction. 
 
*Mr D Ferguson, Bramwell Road, Robinson 
Mr Ferguson addressed the Council and endorsed the comments of the earlier 
speaker in relation to the benefits to tourism and business.  However, he believes the 
Entertainment Centre should be located elsewhere.  Mr Ferguson commented that he 
thought it was foolish to locate tourist accommodation near the Albany Port, and 
foolish to ruin foreshore views and amenity with the Albany Entertainment Centre.  He 
considered it would place limitations on the Port and it was in contrast to the heritage 
amenity of the area.   
 
He reiterated that he hoped the project did not proceed on the foreshore, but in a 
more suitable location. 
 
*Mrs T Anderson, Sanford Road, Albany 
Mrs Anderson addressed the Council and spoke against both the proposed design 
and location of the Albany Entertainment Centre.  Mrs Anderson referred to part 39 of 
the Officer Report and commented that many of the submissions had been 
categorised incorrectly.  She referred to her own submission to indicate that it had 
been categorised as against the design only, when she had objected to both location 
and design. 
 
*Ms J Bostock, Rainbows End, Little Grove 
Ms Bostock addressed the Council as follows: 
 
First, I am conscious that we are approaching an election and the end of this term of 
office and I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of you for the work you have 
done as Councillors.  I may not agree with all of your decisions but I appreciate that 
your role is difficult and demanding of both your time and energy. 
 
Secondly I would like to appeal too you to look very seriously at the decision before 
you this evening. 
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Item 4.0 continued 
 
Why are such decisions made under pressure?  Is one day enough time to red, 
assimilate and determine a true, informed and ethical decision?  Is one week enough 
time for the public to comment?  Does one look at a design represent “public 
participation and involvement at an early stage” as promised by the architect? 
 
It is such a familiar patter, but no time for that now – a vote is taking place tonight.  
This is not merely a vote determine whether you like the design of the Albany 
Entertainment Centre (AEC).  Your approval today will sanction the first building on 
the foreshore.  This building is 29 metres higher than the people wanted.  It will 
sanction $49million plus of public money.  It will attract unreported ongoing running 
and maintenance costs. 
 
I am concerned about the insidious nature of decision-making, the suggestion that 
this is the first step of many, plenty of time to look at the detail later.  A proposal, a 
concept, a draft, provisional approval…one becomes blasé about the subject and be 
under the impression that it has been looked at carefully. 
 
The Entertainment Centre you are voting on tonight is not an endorsement of 
something you have looked at before.  We started with a 620 seat centre in York 
Street for $14.9million.  With no public consultation it relocated to the waterfront with 
a 24 metre height restriction.  Today the 620 seat AEC is 35 metres high and has a 
provisional cost of $49million.  A very different commitment to the initial proposal. 
 
Your vote tonight should not be based on belief but should be a reasoned and ethical 
judgement after consideration of all the facts.  Have you this evening sufficient 
information to make that judgement? 
 
i) Will the AEC enhance the lives of residents and be an asset to Albany? 
ii) Is it what the people want? 
iii) Is it an appropriate use of $49million plus of public money? 
iv) Is it reasonable to approve a building at $49million when essentially the same 

facility was available for $14.9million? 
v) What are the ongoing costs with regard to servicing and maintenance of the 

building? 
vi) What is the projected use of the building – what percentage of people will 

benefit? 
vii) Is it appropriate and ethical to build it on the waterfront, given the knowledge 

that the people want buildings lower than three storeys, this fact 
acknowledged by Council in September 2000? 

viii) The design does not meet the requirement of the Precinct Plan.  Is it 
reasonable to amend the regulation without going to the people, or indeed 
ignoring it as suggested by Mr Fenn’s reference to state law allowing a public 
work to be built anywhere? 

ix) What is the heritage impact of the building?  I would like to draw your attention 
to the fact that the Heritage report in front of you is not from the Heritage 
Council, but prepared privately specifically for LandCorp. 

 
I consider it important to hear the Heritage Council’s view, they are after all the 
government’s authority on these matters.  The AEC may not be on a heritage listed 
site but it will certainly impact on the heritage aspect of the area. 
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Item 4.0 continued 
 
I am not sure if you were made aware of the Heritage Council’s comments with 
regard to the pedestrian bridge which must be considered before approval is given.  It 
states, “that the proposed pedestrian footbridge is not supported as it will have a 
deleterious impact on the historic setting of Albany.” 
 
When things are done in haste, important details are overlooked, mistakes are made, 
trust, respect and confidence in our democratic process is lost. 
 
I urge you to delay the endorsement of the AEC.  In the interests of harmony in the 
community it is important that you are seen to be responsible and accountable.  The 
Precinct Plan should not be pushed aside or ignored.  The issues should be 
examined properly and the people of Albany should have greater opportunity to be 
involved in the decision making. 
 
In conclusion I simply reiterate that your vote tonight is crucial, it is not an 
endorsement of something you have approved earlier. 
 
*Ms L Woodings, Frederick Street, Albany 
Ms Woodings addressed the Council by reading a letter from the Heritage Council to 
LandCorp (cc City of Albany).  The letter stated the Heritage Council’s concerns 
regarding the visual impact of the Albany Entertainment Centre fly-tower on the 
Stirling Terrace heritage precinct and nearby heritage areas.   
 
A copy of the letter was tabled and forms an attachment to the minutes. 
 
*Ms J Jarratt, Angove Road, Spencer Park 
Ms Jarratt addressed the Council and spoke against the proposed design and 
location of the Albany Entertainment Centre.  She commented that she spends a lot 
of time fishing at the Town Jetty, and was concerned about the impacts of wheat 
dust, and traffic congestion arising from the conflict of tourist and Port traffic.   
 

The Mayor sought the Council’s approval to extend Public Question Time in accordance with 
Clause 2.3 (1) of the City of Albany Standing Orders Local Law.  Public Question Time was 
extended by a unanimous show of hands at 7.30pm. 

 
*Ms Anne Torr, Sussex Street, Albany 
Ms Torr addressed the Council and commented that the foreshore location of the 
Albany Entertainment Centre was inappropriate.  She commented that the Council 
doesn’t need to destroy the foreshore to achieve economic development.  She further 
commented that LandCorp would not advise her of the component costs of the 
project.   
 
Q1. What are the component costs of the development, and will private developers 

have to contribute to the headworks? 
 
A1. The Chief Executive Officer advised that the total cost of development was 

$50million.  The Architect’s representative, Mr Fernando Faugno, further 
advised that this cost comprised $40million construction costs, and $10million 
in fees and charges.  This did not include headworks costs.  The Chief 
Executive Officer commented that the City would be provided with a fully 
serviced block. 
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Item 4.0 continued 
 
Ms Torr further commented on the inadequacy of the seating capacity and that it 
wasn’t sufficient to attract significant entertainers.   
 
The Chief Executive Officer advised that a business plan had been prepared that 
supported a 620-seat auditorium. 
 
*Ms J Albany, Duke Street, Albany 
Ms Albany addressed the Council and expressed concerns about the location and 
design of the Albany Entertainment Centre.   
 
Q1. Has any consideration been given to the potential impacts of rising sea levels 

on the Albany Entertainment Centre and the foreshore soil characteristics?   
 
A1. The Executive Director Development Services, Robert Fenn, responded by 

advising that the Albany Waterfront had been subjected to numerous 
environmental assessments over the preceding 15 years and coastal 
processes had been reviewed by a coastal engineer.  Based upon the tide 
information from the Albany Port, storm surge, wave action and high tides had 
all been factored and a sea level rise of 500mm added.  This figure is in 
excess of the 380mm used by the Department of Planning and Infrastructure 
and produced a minimum floor level of 2.5m AHD. 

 
Two geotechnical reports have been prepared and soil conditions below the 
building are known.  Additional compaction evaluation will be undertaken as 
part of the building contract. 

 
*Mr M Trevenen, Wakefield Crescent, Albany 
Mr Trevenen addressed the Council as follows: 
 
For what it is worth I was an Albany Town Councillor for a number of years, so I can 
appreciate the deliberations by Council to get this project to its present stage.  
Madam Mayor I am sure I represent the mainstream view in the community and that 
we elect our Councillors to thoroughly consider all the proposals that come before 
them, to do the necessary research, weigh up all the pro’s and con’s, at the same 
time keeping the public informed and when all the homework is completed to then 
distribute the outcome to the ratepayers. 
 
The Entertainment Centre, which is part of the foreshore development, is a classic 
example where all the above aspects of this great plan have been thoroughly 
considered i.e. costs, location, design and view into the future.  There may be some 
minor differences of opinion regarding the design by I am sure the majority of the 
people of Albany agree with the plan in principle and expect our City Council to 
proceed with the job of making this wonderful concept a reality. 
 
We have been told tonight by those opposing the Entertainment Centre that 2,500 
people opposed the project by way of a petition.  Considering Albany has a 
population in excess of 34,000, we members of the silent majority suggest the figures 
speak for themselves. 
 

5. DECLARATIONS OF FINANCIAL INTEREST 
 

Nil 
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6. REPORTS 
 
6.1 Albany Entertainment Centre (AEC)  – Endorsement of Design Concept 
 

File/Ward : MAN075 (Frederickstown Ward) 
   
Proposal/Issue : Council endorsement of the design concept 

for the proposed Albany Entertainment 
Centre (AEC) within the Albany Waterfront 
project 

   
Subject Land/Locality : Lot 2 Albany Waterfront Precinct Plan 
   
Proponent : Department of Housing and Works (DHW) 

on behalf of the Minister for Works 
   
Owner : City of Albany (future owner of building) 
   
Reporting Officer(s) : Manager Economic Development (J.Berry) 

Executive Director Development Services (R 
Fenn) –Statutory Planning Comment 

   
Disclosure of Interest : Nil 
   
Previous Reference : OCM 16/08/05 Item 12.8.1 

SCM 30/08/05 Item 6.2 
OCM 18/10/05 Item 14.4.4 
OCM 18/04/06 Item 14.4.2 
OCM 18/07/06 Item 14.4.1 
OCM 21/11/06 Item 14.3.1 
SCM 05/12/06 Item 6.1 

   
Summary Recommendation : THAT Council receives public comments on 

the Albany Entertainment Centre and 
advises the Department of Housing and 
Works that it endorses the design. 

   
Attachments:- 
 
Attachment 1 – Floor Plan, 
elevations and site plan supplied 
by DHW 
Attachment 2 – Copy of 
relevant section of Heritage 
Impact Statement (T.Stevens) 
Attachment 3 – Summary of 
Public Comments 
Attachment 4 - Planning report 
(less Appendices) prepared by 
TPG Town Planning and Urban 
Design 

:  Locality Plan 
 

 

Lot 2 – Precinct Plan 
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Item 6.1 continued 
 
BACKGROUND 
 
1. At its 21 November 2006 meeting Council considered its role in project 

management and governance matters relating to the Albany Entertainment 
Centre (AEC) and resolved to:- 

 
a) Enter into a Memorandum of Agreement with the Department of Housing 

and Works and the Great Southern Development Commission that 
recognises:- 

 
• the Minister for Works as the Principal to the Project Architect and the 

Department of Housing and Works as the Principal’s representative; 
• the Great Southern Development Commission as the administrator of 

the project capital works budget; 
• a requirement for Council endorsement of key stages of the project 

including the appointment of the architect; selection of the design and 
statutory approvals (as necessary); 

 
b) Endorse the establishment of a local Project Planning Group consisting of 

Council Officers to liaise with the Project Architect (and sub-consultants) 
to bring recommendations to Council on interior fit-out, landscaping and 
public art; 

 
c) Endorse the establishment of a Steering Committee consisting of 

representatives from the Department of Housing and Works (DHW), the 
Great Southern Development Commission (GSDC) and the City of Albany 
(Chief Executive Officer) to provide strategic direction and leadership in 
bringing the project to fruition. 

 
d) Endorse the establishment of a Design Review Committee lead by DHW 

and consisting of: 
 

• Government Architect – Chairman (Prof. Geoffrey London); 
• Director of Urban Design firm Urbanizma (Prof. Patric deVilliers); 
• Manager Economic Development - City of Albany (Mr Jon Berry) (the 

Mayor and CEO will also attend meetings as observers); 
• Project Manager Department of Housing and Works (Mr Ian Johnston); 

and CEO Great Southern Development Commission (Mr Bruce 
Manning). 

 
2. On 5 December 2006 Council resolved to endorse the Minister for Works’ 

proposed appointment of Cox Howlett & Bailey Woodland for the provision of 
architectural services for the design and development of the Albany 
Entertainment Centre.  The appointment was made by the Minister for Works 
after an ideas based procurement process involving three other architectural 
firms. 

 
3. Since its appointment, Cox Howlett Bailey Woodland has been working with 

the Design Review Committee, Theatre Consultant Graeme Walne and 
potential users of the building on a landmark design that is both suitable and 
functional for the Waterfront site. 
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Item 6.1 continued 
 

4. On 25 July 2005, the Premier of Western Australia the Hon Alan Carpenter 
MLA unveiled the landmark design and announced an additional $10.5million 
would be committed to the project, bringing the State Government’s 
contribution to $46.3million.  The estimated total cost of the project is $49m 
with $1.2m being committed by Council and $1.5m being sourced from the 
Australian Government. 

 
STATUTORY REQUIREMENTS 
 
5. Under the Public Works Act 1902, a “Public Work” is defined to include “every 

work which the Crown, or the Governor, or the Government of Western 
Australia, or any Minister of the Crown, or any local authority is authorised to 
undertake under this or any other Act” or “any building or structure of whatever 
kind which, in the opinion of the Governor, is necessary for any public 
purpose”. 

 
6. The site upon which the Albany Entertainment Centre is to be constructed is 

located within the Albany Foreshore Development Zone and clause 4.43 of 
Scheme 1A states that “no person shall carry out any development of land 
within the Foreshore Development Zone unless such development is in 
accordance with a Precinct Plan which has first been adopted by the Council”.  

 
7. The Planning and Development Act 2005 states at Section 6: 

(1) Subject to section 5(2) and subsections (2) and (3) of this section, nothing 
in this Act interferes with the right of the Crown, or the Governor, or the 
Government of the State, or a local government;  

(a) to undertake, construct or provide any public work; and  

(b) to take land for the purposes of that public work.  

(2) Rights referred to in subsection (1) are to be exercised having regard to;  

(a) the purpose and intent of any planning scheme that has effect in 
the locality where, and at the time when, the right is exercised; and  

(b) the orderly and proper planning, and the preservation of the 
amenity, of that locality at that time.  

(3) The responsible authority is to be consulted at the time when a proposal 
for any public work, or for the taking of land for a public work, is being 
formulated to ensure that the undertaking, construction, or provision of, or 
the taking of land for, the public work will comply with subsection (2).  

 

POLICY IMPLICATIONS 
 
8. Reference is made in the consultants report to the Council policy entitled 

“Design Parameters for Stirling Terrace Heritage Areas”. 
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Item 6.1 continued 
 
FINANCIAL IMPLICATIONS 
 
9. Council has previously endorsed the following funding model to achieve the 

project:- 
 

• City of Albany - $1.0m for purchase of Lot 2 (Albany Waterfront) from 
Landcorp and a $1.2m contribution to the construction budget 

• State Government - $46.3 million* 
• Australian Government* - $1.5 million* (currently being sought from the 

Regional Partnerships Program of DoTARS) 
 

Should the Regional Partnerships funding application be unsuccessful then 
the State Government will be required to meet the shortfall. 
 

STRATEGIC IMPLICATIONS 
 

10. This item directly relates to the following elements from the City of Albany 3D 
Corporate Plan: 

 
“Community Vision: 

A Thriving City: Albany’s community will enjoy economic growth and 
outstanding opportunities for our youth through … 

• Excellent community infrastructure and services;  

• Innovative development complementing Albany’s unique character, 
natural environment and heritage;  

• Providing a complete tourism experience; and 

• A unique economically sustainable waterfront facility providing a 
functional boat harbour and shore based facilities accessible to the 
community and attractive to investment. 

 
Mission Statement: 

The City of Albany is committed to … 

• Providing sound governance; and 

• Promoting our Community’s vision for the future. 
 
Priority Projects: 

27. Albany Waterfront:- Establish working boat harbour and complementary 
commercial and community based facilities on Princess Royal Harbour. 
30. Albany Entertainment Centre:- Obtain funding and design and construct a 
620 seat performing arts centre with capacity to host conventions..” 

 
COMMENT/DISCUSSION 
 
Planning Staff Comments 
 
11. The AEC is a “contemporary” building design, consistent with the 

requirements of the Structure and Precinct Plans for the Foreshore 
Development Zone. The building does not seek to imitate or replicate historical 
building forms and the architectural philosophy behind that design is included 
in the planning consultant’s report. 
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Item 6.1 continued 
 
12. The AEC is to be funded and built by the WA State Government, the 

construction being a “Public Work” under the Public Works Act 1902. The 
State Government is required to consult with the City of Albany as part of the 
formulation of the project and Council has no capacity to require an 
Application for Planning Scheme Consent to be lodged for the development.  

 
13 In providing the consultation advice, two planning considerations are to be 

addressed; 
 

a. the purpose and intent of any planning scheme that has effect on the 
site; and  

b. orderly and proper planning and the preservation of the amenity of the 
locality. 

 
14 The Albany Foreshore Structure and Precinct Plans establish the town 

planning principles and land use controls for the subject land. The site is 
located within the “Entertainment Precinct” identified in the Structure Plan and 
the land use table in the Precinct Plan lists a “Theatre / Entertainment Centre” 
land use as a PERMITTED land use activity on Lot 2 only. The intended 
development satisfies the purpose and intent of Town Planning Scheme 1A. 

 
15. The principles of orderly and proper planning upon the site, and the factors 

that contribute to the amenity of the locality, are derived from a number of 
factors and documents which “guide” and regulate the built form. As detailed 
in the report supplied by the planning consultant, there are numerous areas 
where the design guidelines are easily interpreted and the proposed 
development meets those guidelines. 

 
16. The primary areas where orderly and proper planning may be compromised, 

or the amenity of the locality may be compromised can be summarised as; 
 
17. Coastal Height Policy; 

The Western Australian Planning Commission has introduced Statement of 
Planning Policy (SPP) 2.6 which establishes a height limit of five stories or 
21.0m within 300m of the coast. The policy relates to urban development, but 
not to industrial or resource developments, transport, telecommunications and 
engineering infrastructure. Projects up to eight stories (32.0m) may also be 
supported subject to prior consultation with the Coastal Planning Branch of 
the Department of Planning and Infrastructure (DPI). SPP2.6 is supplemented 
by WAPC policy DC6.1 that has an alternate height limitation of 12.0m at 
which DPI advice must be sought. 

 
18. The design of the AEC includes a roof component which extends 35.0m 

above the site and a referral to the DPI is required. It should be noted that the 
additional height above the height limits provided in SPP2.6 and DC6.1 is 
non-habitable and is exclusively roof voids and services required for the 
successful operation of an entertainment centre. 
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Item 6.1 continued 
 
19. Building Height:  
 Within the Precinct Plan, Council established the following height provisions; 

“Albany Entertainment Centre will generally be less than 10.0m (inclusive of 
roof) in height, with the main auditorium increasing to 17.0m (inclusive of roof) 
and the fly tower will be the tallest component and will not exceed 24.0m.” 
 

20. Those provisions were drafted on the principle that the respective components 
would be layered and discrete elements in the final building design. The 
resultant design for the AEC is a crystalline form under a single (albeit 
fractured) roof that varies in height from 9.2m on the western side to 35.0m at 
the peak and has a cantilever over Toll Place achieving a maximum height of 
17.0m. Determining where the aforementioned dimensions should be 
measured (in the centre of the elements, at the extremities) then becomes a 
matter of conjecture, but it is clear that the peak of the roof at the various 
elements is well in excess of the heights nominated in the Foreshore Precinct 
Plan.  

 
21. The AEC is a major public building that requires substantial internal volumes 

and wall heights to achieve performance requirements. A sense of space and 
openness in public foyers would be expected by patrons. A roof void is 
required within the main auditorium to achieve acoustical standards and to 
support audio and lighting equipment. Provision has also been made in the 
building design  for public viewing areas over the proposed boat harbour, 
Princess Royal Harbour and to Stirling Terrace that can be accessed at all 
times. 

 
22. The replacement of the proposed roof structure with a conventional pitched 

roof would not significantly reduce the overall roof heights, but would 
dramatically alter the visual qualities of the proposed building. The aspect of 
roof space, as seen from above the site, is a primary design consideration and 
the Precinct Plan does not support the replacement of the roof with flat metal 
decking. Council therefore needs to determine whether the additional roof 
height is a crucial component of the building’s design / form and whether it 
has an undesirable impact on the amenity of the locality. 

 
23. Heritage: 

The subject site is not recorded on the City’s Municipal Inventory of Local 
Heritage sites, nor is it on the State Register of Heritage Places. Surrounding 
the site is the Albany Town Jetty (State), the Railway Station Buildings and 
Bond Store (Local), the former Albany Post Office (State) the Nurses 
Memorial Garden (local), the Stirling Terrace Rotunda (State), Stirling Terrace 
(State) and the Residency Museum / Old Gaol (State).  

 
24. Considerable comment has been made in the community about the impact 

that the AEC may have on views from the Town Jetty to Stirling Terrace and 
vice versa. A review of the boundary of the Stirling Terrace Heritage Precinct 
and the City’s policy “Design Parameters for Stirling Terrace Heritage Areas” 
highlight that boundary is formed by the northern boundary of Proudlove 
Parade and development in the Station Precinct is not subject to the heritage 
provisions of the policy, nor does it require Heritage Council of WA approval.   
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Item 6.1 continued 
 
25. Similarly, development within the Entertainment, Accommodation and 

Commercial Precincts of the Foreshore Precinct Plan area are not required to 
be formally submitted to the Heritage Council of WA under the Heritage of 
Western Australia Act (as detailed in the HCWA letter to Landcorp dated 21st 
February 2007) as those precincts do not form part of the Town Jetty listing. 
The HCWA advised in that correspondence that they would like to review any 
application submitted against the “Albany Waterfront Structure Plan Heritage 
Report Impact Assessment” (Tom Stevens, Feb 2006 V4) and provide 
“advice”. 

 
26. The Council policy “Design Parameters for Stirling Terrace Heritage Areas” 

states that “part of the significance of Stirling Terrace relates to the views to it 
as well as the vistas from it. Council will not support infill development in or on 
Stirling Terrace or the lands to the south that might detract from these 
significant qualities of the place. Development that obscures original 
significant fabric will not be supported.” The policy also states “Viewed from 
the harbour, and from the western approaches to the town, the place has a 
landmark quality as a whole. The strong vertical accents made by the Royal 
George Hotel and the former Post Office lend strength to these landmark 
qualities”. 

 
27. In his report to the HCWA, Stevens undertook visual assessments both from 

the Town Jetty and from Stirling Terrace to determine the potential impacts of 
developments between (mainly focussing on the potential impact on known 
heritage sites). That section of the report relating to his analysis of views is 
attached, together with his heritage impact statement for the entire Precinct 
Plan. 

 
28. Whilst the Stevens report was focussed on views relative to known heritage 

sites (a requirement of the brief produced by the HCWA), the Stirling Terrace 
Conservation Plan clearly reinforces that the majority of the community 
experience the values of Stirling Terrace from the harbour (not just the town 
jetty), from the foreshore (including areas like the ANZAC Peace Park) and 
from the local road network (the foreshore development is to the south of 
Princess Royal Drive. The properties in Stirling Terrace have no inherent legal 
right to the views they enjoy and Council’s policy cannot produce that right. 
The policy seeks to protect the built form and fabric of Stirling Terrace, the 
ways in which the precinct is experienced and the area of influence of the 
policy is limited accordingly.  

 
29. Council shall take into account the provisions of its policies when assessing 

development applications (section 7.21.4 of Scheme 1A) but the policy shall 
not bind the Council in its decision-making. Council must assess the relative 
merits of all the information before it (including the policy framework) and 
make a decision based upon sound planning and orderly development 
principles. Staff are of the view that the location, scale and form of the 
proposed AEC is appropriate on the site and consistent with buildings 
generally along the foreshore and within the port. The fabric of Stirling Terrace 
and the Town Jetty are not affected by the proposed development and the 
AEC does not remove those views that residents and tourists enjoy of Stirling 
Terrace from the majority of the foreshore, from Princess Royal Harbour or 
from Princess Royal Drive. 
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Item 6.1 continued 
 
30. Site Parking; 
 A review of the car parking arrangements proposed for the site indicates that 

there are flaws with heavy vehicle access and no provision has been made for 
the parking of buses that are often used to transfer patrons to events at the 
AEC. Disabled parking also needs to be provided in accordance with the 
Building Code of Australia. 

 
31. Staff recommend that the car parking area be reconfigured to overcome these 

deficiencies. 
 
32. Orderly and Proper Planning and the Preservation of the Amenity of the 

Locality: 
From the early 1980s, the State Government embarked upon a program to 
convert the foreshore area from a railway marshalling yard into a quality 
waterfront development which reconnected the City centre to Princess Royal 
Harbour. The Town Jetty was the historical hub of community activity and 
trade for Albany and its hinterland.  

 
33. The AEC building will form part of a cluster of buildings and activities that will 

bring the community and visitors back to the Town Jetty and the northern 
foreshore of Princess Royal Harbour. The AEC will be the first building 
constructed on the site and it will be an iconic public building within the 
waterfront development. It is a suitable response to the planning challenges of 
the site and the locality and, due to its isolated nature, it does not adversely 
affect the amenity of the locality. The architectural response provides a quality 
fifth element to the building and the view of the building by residents located 
on the slopes of Mounts Clarence and Melville is superior to that of a 
conventional rectilinear building design. 

 
Public Comments 

 

34. The concept plans were unveiled by the Premier of Western Australia the Hon 
Alan Carpenter MLA on 25 July 2007.  Public comments on the concept 
design were sought until 5.30pm on 10 August 2007 by the following means:- 
• Advertisements in local press 
• A flyer drop to all City of Albany householders 
• Radio Advertising 
• Internet promotion at www.albany.wa.gov.au using static and video 

images and feedback form 
• Radio interviews 
• Open Day and presentation on 3 August 2007 at the City of Albany North 

Road Office to ‘Meet the Architects’ 
• A Urban Design Forum breakfast of architects, engineers and urban 

design professionals on 3 August 2007 
• Displays at the Albany Public Library and at the City of Albany North Road 

office 
 

35. 337 written comments were received by the closing time of 5.30pm on 10 
August 2007.  Attachment 3 provides a table summarising written comments 
and includes a copy of the public newsletter and submission form. 
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Item 6.1 continued 
 
36. 155 people expressed comments liking the project and/or its design.  22 of 

these expressed concerns about the location.  185 people expressed 
comments disliking the project/design with 64 of these specifically stating a 
dislike for the location, 110 a dislike for the design and 10 people expressed 
dislike for both the design and location.  58 people expressed a like for some 
elements but also a dislike for others 

 
37. An overview of constructive comments will be forwarded to the Department of 

Housing and Works as Principal to the project architects for their consideration 
in the design development stage. 

 
Summary: 
 
38. Planning Issues 

The proposed AEC exceeds the maximum height requirements outlined in the 
Albany Foreshore Precinct Plan. The architectural response provides a quality 
fifth element to the building. That element is not likely to jeopardise the aspect 
of the views to the harbour beyond or create an inappropriate built form for 
residents located on the slopes of Mounts Clarence and Melville.  

 
City Planning Staff advise that, in order to meet their obligations under the 
Public Works Act, the Department of Housing and Works should: 

 

a) Refer the proposal to the Coastal Planning Branch of the Department 
of Planning and Infrastructure for assessment against SPP2.6 and 
policy DC6.1. 

b) Refer the proposal to the Heritage Council of WA for advice and for 
assessment against the adopted “Albany Waterfront Structure Plan 
Heritage Report Impact Assessment” (Tom Stevens, Feb 2006 V4). 

c) Submit an alternate plan to the City of Albany showing alternate car 
parking arrangements that provides for heavy vehicle access to the 
site and disabled car parking. 

 
39. Public Comments 

 337 written comments were received by the closing time of 5.30pm on 10 
August 2007. 
a. 155 expressed comments liking the project and/or its design.  22 of 

these expressed concerns about the location. 
b. 185 expressed comments disliking the project/design with 64 of these 

specifically stating a dislike for the location, 110 a dislike for the design 
and 10 expressed dislike for both the design and location. 

c. 58 comments expressed a like for some elements but also a dislike for 
others 

 
40. An overview of constructive comments will be forwarded to the Department of 

Housing and Works as Principal to the project architects for their perusal in 
the design development stage. 
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Item 6.1 continued 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 

 
THAT Council:- 

 
1. Endorse the design of the Albany Entertainment Centre prepared by 

architects Cox Howlett Bailey Woodland for the Department of Housing and 
Works (DHW) and request DHW to undertake the following actions in order to 
meet their obligations under the Public Works Act:- 

 
a) Refer the proposal to the Coastal Planning Branch of the Department 

of Planning and Infrastructure for assessment against SPP2.6 and 
policy DC6.1. 

 
b) Refer the proposal to the Heritage Council of WA for advice and for 

assessment against the adopted “Albany Waterfront Structure Plan 
Heritage Report Impact Assessment” (Tom Stevens, Feb 2006 V4), 
and; 

 
c) Submit an alternate plan to the City of Albany showing alternate car 

parking arrangements that provides for heavy vehicle access to the 
site and disabled car parking. 

 

2. Receives public comments and forwards them to the Department of Housing 
and Works for further consideration in the design development phase. 

 
Voting Requirement Simple Majority  

………………..……………………………………………………………………… 
 
ALTERNATE MOTION 
 
MOVED COUNCILLOR PAVER 
SECONDED COUNCILLOR MARSHALL 
 
THAT Council lay on the table for one month the matter to endorse the design 
of the Albany Entertainment Centre. 
 

LOST 3-9 

 
Reason: 
The agenda for the Special Meeting of Council was only issued 24 hours prior to the 
meeting.  Proper consideration and deliberation of the issues and public submissions 
is needed. 
 
Record of Vote: 
For: Mayor Goode, Councillors Marshall and Paver 
Against: Councillors Bojcun, Wellington, Waterman, Evans, Jamieson, Wolfe, West, 
Lionetti and Wiseman 
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Item 6.1 continued 
 
MOVED COUNCILLOR JAMIESON 
SECONDED COUNCILLOR WELLINGTON 
 
THAT Council:- 
 
1. Endorse the design of the Albany Entertainment Centre prepared by 

architects Cox Howlett Bailey Woodland for the Department of Housing 
and Works (DHW) and request DHW to undertake the following actions 
in order to meet their obligations under the Public Works Act:- 

 
a) Refer the proposal to the Coastal Planning Branch of the 

Department of Planning and Infrastructure for assessment 
against SPP2.6 and policy DC6.1. 

 
b) Refer the proposal to the Heritage Council of WA for advice and 

for assessment against the adopted “Albany Waterfront Structure 
Plan Heritage Report Impact Assessment” (Tom Stevens, Feb 
2006 V4), and; 

 
c) Submit an alternate plan to the City of Albany showing alternate 

car parking arrangements that provides for heavy vehicle access 
to the site and disabled car parking. 

 
2. Receives public comments and forwards them to the Department of 

Housing and Works for further consideration in the design development 
phase. 

 
CARRIED 9-3 

 
Record of Vote: 
For: Councillors Bojcun, Wellington, Waterman, Evans, Jamieson, Wolfe, West, 
Lionetti and Wiseman 
Against: Mayor Goode, Councillors Marshall and Paver 
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7. CLOSURE OF MEETING 

 
There being no further business, the meeting closed at 8.12pm. 
 
 

Confirmed as a true and correct record of proceedings.  
 
 
________________________  
A Goode, JP  
Mayor  
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APPENDIX A 

 
 WRITTEN NOTICE OF DISCLOSURES OF INTEREST 
 
Name Item  Nature of Interest 
Nil   
   
   

 
APPENDIX B 

 INTERESTS DISCLOSED DURING THE COURSE OF THE MEETING 
Nil   
 
 INTERESTS DISCLOSED BY OFFICERS 
Nil   
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Attachment 1 - Letter tabled by Ms L Woodings during public question time 
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Attachment 1 continued 
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Attachment 1 continued 
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